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Abstract. As we move from algorithm on a chip to system on a chip era, the design bottleneck is shifting from
individual DSP functions to global control that composes a system from these functions. The practice in industry
suffers from global control entering the design flow too late, discontinuity between functional modeling and
implementation phase and mixing data flow with global control. MASIC—Maths to ASIC—is a methodology
proposed in this paper that targets DSP SOCs and addresses these issues. Global control is specified in a grammar
notation and integrates the output of functional modeling phase, the DSP functions, by referencing them. A virtual
prototype is automatically built from such a specification that models the global control in VHDL and cosimulates
with the DSP functions in C from the functional modeling phase. A highly efficient verification methodology
based on separating the verification of global control from DSP functions is proposed. A smooth path to cycle true
implementation is possible using either behavioral synthesis, IPs for the DSP functions or manual implementation.
Experiments using realistic examples like GSM base band processing, rake receiver and some smaller examples
have been carried out to quantify the benefits of MASIC.
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1. Introduction

Prototyping is a commonly used design step in an ASIC design flow before committing the
functionality to silicon. Prototypes are characterised by a) realisation in flexible hardware
platforms like FPGAs to enable the functionality to be tested for a large enough data set
in a reasonable time and b) omitting non essential functionality. In the past, when DSP
ASICs were Algorithm on a chip, global control and interface to the surrounding logic
was considered non essential and omitted from the prototype. However, as we move from
Algorithm on a chip to System on a chip era, design and verification bottleneck is shifting
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from individual DSP functions to GLObal Control, Configuration and Timing (GLOCCT)
that composes a system from these DSP functions and cannot be omitted in a prototype.

Complexity of implementing and verifying DSP functions has declined over years because
it has become a well researched, documented and disseminated body of knowledge. Further,
logic synthesis has significantly eased the implementation of these functions and this trend is
likely to continue with the adoption of behavioral synthesis. Recently, Intellectual Property
(IP) modules have emerged as the promising new technology that will further ease the
design and verification bottleneck of DSP functions.

Complexity of GLOCCT has increased because as the number of DSP functional blocks
integrated on a chip increases, interaction and global resource sharing among them increases
geometrically. Configurability is a key requirement for large DSP ASICs and a crucial
factor making GLOCCT a bigger problem. Configurability is necessary to: a) recover the
huge investment made in the design effort, b) hedge against the changing standards and
performance requirements and c) make the DSP ASIC to work with a host of other hardware
and software that surrounds it; this surrounding functionality can come in many different
varieties, belonging to different generations, product families etc.

To cope with this shift in complexity and ever decreasing time-to-market, system designers
employ virtual prototyping as a tool to give an early feedback, especially for the GLOCCT.
Virtual prototypes are strictly software simulators that serve as low cost prototypes at the
expense of speed. In this paper, we propose a novel methodology for rapidly creating
virtual prototypes of complex DSP system on a chip. Salient points about this methodology
are:

• A structured and integrated design flow from mathematical/functional modelling to
gate level implementation is established. We refer to this design flow as MASIC —
Maths to ASIC.

• GLOCCT is specified in a grammar notation, which has the virtue of being a) natural
for GLOCCT, b) compact, easy to read and modify and c) amenable to formal methods.

• GLOCCT and DSP functions are separated at the system level and fused into a virtual
prototype by a compiler. A smooth path exists from virtual prototype to a real prototype
or implementation.

• An efficient verification methodology is supported that naturally splits the problem of
system level verification into two parts: GLOCCT and DSP functions.

• The methodology builds on existing tools and methods and involves minimal amount
of retraining.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses the practice and problems
of DSP SOC design in industry. Section 3 presents MASIC and shows how it addresses
the problems raised in Section 2. Section 4 presents related work done in the research
community and positions our work in this context. Section 5 illustrates how a virtual
prototype in the MASIC using61 demodulator as an example. Section 6 elaborates the
divide and conquer verification strategy, which is a component of the MASIC design flow.
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Figure 1. Existing DSP ASIC design flow.

Section 7 quantifies the benefits of MASIC by reporting results from realistic examples
that includes, GSM base band processor, a rake receiver, an LPC speech coder and the61

demodulator.

2. Practice and Problems of DSP SOC Design in Industry

The practice in industry is to start with functional modelling of the DSP functionality, as
shown in Figure 1. At this stage, the preferred environments are MATLAB, COSSAP, SPW
etc. Design issues are primarily algorithmic and verification is concerned with making sure
that the specified signal processing figures-of-merit are met. The next step is to make some
chip level architectural decisions such as:

• I/Os: how the DSP ASIC is going to interact with the surrounding functionality and how
the start up sequence involving loading of software, coefficients and gain parameters
etc. going to be achieved.

• Type and number of execution resources: Number of DSP processor cores and Hardware
blocks and division of functionality among them.

• Global storage and interconnect: Number of busses and buffers.

Though the academic world has developed advanced solutions to automate these decisions
and their implementation, the industry is slow to accept them, primarily due to lack of
interaction and controllability of these tools. Moreover, for a system designer architectural
decisions are almost always evolutionary steps from previous generation of the system and
are constrained by the surrounding functionality of the already existing system components.

The architectural decisions and the specification of the signal processing solution are
passed on to the RTL design team in plain natural language. The RTL design team would
then implement the signal processing solution and define GLOCCT in the framework im-
posed by the architectural decisions. Logic synthesis, module generators for implementation
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and simulation, static timing analysis and equivalence checking for verification are the tools
used on this level. The resulting gate level netlist is passed on to the physical design team,
either in-house or by the ASIC vendor. This design flow has three key problems:

Problem 1. GLOCCT enters the design flow very late since the functional modelling phase
is not concerned with verification of GLOCCT. When it is finally defined in the RTL phase,
it is too detailed for any changes to be efficiently handled to meet the tight time schedules
of the project.

Problem 2. The architectural and signal processing specifications are conveyed to the RTL
design team in plain natural language instead of executable or synthesisable models, which
could be active ingredients in building the RTL level.

Problem 3. At the RTL level, GLOCCT and data flow gets easily mixed up. In industry
it is often considered desirable to keep these two separate because the dataflow embodies
a telecom standard or a signal processing solution, whereas the GLOCCT embodies the
implementation strategy that changes with different generations and families of products.
For instance, the same data flow in the first generation is implemented fully in hardware
and has an individual datapath for each channel/data stream. In the next generation, the
same data flow could be implemented partly in software but still requiring separate re-
sources for each channel. In the third generation, the technology could make it possible
to have the same resource, possibly all hardware, that can time multiplex the process-
ing of all the channels. In all three cases, dataflow has remained constant, but GLOCCT
changes.

3. MASIC

MASIC squarely addresses the above problems. The design flow consists of four steps.
The first two steps that go on roughly in parallel are the functional modelling and chip
level architecting. Once these two steps are done, their output can be fused into a virtual
prototype. Finally, once the virtual prototype is verified, the cycle true implementation is
created.

3.1. Functional Modeling

The functional level has the same objective as the existing methodology described above.
The output of this phase is a set of DSP functions in C that do not have any side effects.
The global resources like sample buffers required to glue these functions together are
considered as part of GLOCCT and accordingly specified in the grammar notation. The C
functions are fired at their sampling frequency from a VHDL simulator that is generated
from the GLOCCT specification. The C functions are bit true models if the intention is to
immediately go on to the cycle true level after the virtual prototyping step. Otherwise, they
can use floating point data to create a virtual prototype.
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3.2. Capturing Architectural Decisions

Architectural decisions define GLOCCT and are expressed in the grammar notation. At
present, we believe these architectural decisions are made best by the designer based on
his/her experience and using the design solution from previous generation as reference. A
performance modelling approach based on [5] can be used to dimension the architecture
and complement the designers experience. Irrespective of how the architectural decisions
are made, the essence of this step is to capture them in the grammar notation. Conceptually,
these decisions consist of start-up sequence and configuration, Interface to external logic,
Resources and Arbitration, Movement of Data. Expressing them in grammar notation is
illustrated in Section 5 and their verification is covered in Section 6.

3.3. Virtual Prototyping

The objective of this step is to create a model that accurately reflects the GLOCCT and can
optionally have the complete signal processing functionality. This is done by specifying
the architectural decisions in grammar notation and importing the bit-true DSP functions
from the functional modelling phase. The grammar compiler translates the architectural
decisions in grammar notation into control logic expressed in VHDL, imports the DSP
functions in C and instantiates them in the VHDL code to provide a rate true co-simulation
model of the system. This model, referred to as the virtual prototype in Figure 2, is called
rate true because the data flow timing reflects the sample rates involved; the DSP functions
are at behavioural level and not refined at RTL/cycle true level.

The primary objective of the virtual prototyping step is to verify the GLOCCT and the
secondary objective is to verify that the DSP functionality is preserved in the specified ar-
chitectural framework. To support this we have developed a divide and conquer verification
strategy that is described in Section 6.

3.4. Cycle True Implementation

There are three options for going from the rate true virtual prototype to the cycle true
implementation. The first option relies on behavioral synthesis and takes the cycle budget
from rate true model as the constraint and the algorithmic description of the bit true DSP
functions as input and synthesizes a cycle true implementation. The second option is to
realise the DSP function using an IP and take into account the interface of IP while specifying
the GLOCCT. The third option is to implement the DSP function manually. In such a case,
the methodology helps by providing a set of timing and communication constraints to the
block level designer.

3.5. Benefits of MASIC

As opposed to the current practice in industry, GLOCCT enters the design very early in the
virtual prototyping phase. Besides being early in the design cycle, the simulation at this
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Figure 2. MASIC design flow.

level is very efficient as described in Section 6 and reinforced in Section 7. This addresses
the first problem identified in Section 2

The second problem is tackled by making the output of the functional modelling phase
a part of the virtual prototype. Additionally, this virtual prototype can be rapidly created
because the GLOCCT is efficiently captured in the compact grammar notation and the DSP
functions are not developed from scratch for this level, they are simply imported from the
functional modelling step.

Finally, the third problem is addressed by keeping separate the GLOCCT embodying the
architectural decision and the functional model embodying the data flow. This separation
also allows the chip level architecting and the functional modelling to go on in parallel,
which is highly desirable in industry to meet the tight time-to-market constraints.

4. Related Work

Interface design has moved to the forefront of design automation community’s agenda,
both from the perspective of rapid prototyping and building SOCs, see [7..12]. Whereas
[7, 10..12] have addressed various aspects of protocol and interface synthesis as point
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solutions, they have served as evolutionary steps to a systems design and rapid prototyping
methodology and MASIC.

Famorzadeh and Madisetti in [9] have proposed a methodology for rapid prototyping of
DSP systems in which the designer has access to a library of basic architectural elements
that have a uniform external view for building systems and have simulation as well as
synthesis views. The encapsulation is done in VHDL providing a smooth path to the
standard synthesis environment. Limitations of this methodology are a) the design would
be restricted to the elements available in the library, b) uniformity in interface is desirable for
rapid prototyping but the real implementation would require custom interface for efficiency
and interface constraints imposed by external parts and c) the methodology lacks integration
with the functional modelling phase.

Madisetti and Shen in [8] have reported use of Interval Temporal Logic (ITL) to cap-
ture the temporal properties of cores used to build SOC. A path to synthesis is pro-
vided by automatic translation of ITL to VHDL. Strong point about this methodology
is the use of Model Checking to prove the interface properties at an early stage, however
this methodology lacks integration with the functional modelling phase the way MASIC
does.

Hein, Pridgen and Kline in [5] have presented a VHDL based virtual prototyping method-
ology for DSP systems RASSP, which successively refines the design at three levels of
abstraction: At the first level, performance modelling is used to dimension the architec-
ture; at the second level functionality is verified with the rate true accuracy, and finally the
functionality is verified at cycle true level.

The first three steps in MASIC roughly correspond to the first two levels in RASSP.
As elaborated in Section 6, MASIC can build a GLOCCT simulator that doesn’t have
the actual DSP functions, but only mock functions that emulate the interface of the DSP
functions and generate known data at the required rate. This corresponds to the perfor-
mance model in RASSP. However, in MASIC the objective is verification of GLOCCT
and not performance modelling, although this can be easily done. Moreover in MASIC
data in the virtual prototype is not abstracted as symbolic tokens but have the real for-
mat. When MASIC generates a virtual prototype that has the full DSP functionality, it
corresponds to the second level of RASSP. The last step in MASIC is similar to the third
level of RASSP. While similar in some respects, MASIC has the advantage of a) being
integrated with the functional modelling phase, b) providing a very efficient virtual pro-
totype based on VHDL and C cosimulation and c) keeping the dataflow and GLOCCT
separate.

Schaumont et al. in [2, 3] have introduced OCAPI, a C++ based design environment for
design of High Speed ASICs. The OCAPI design flow consists of four distinct phases: in
the first phase the requirements are captured; in the second, selection of an algorithm is
performed and a C++ model of the communication system using floating point is generated;
in the third phase, a micro architecture equivalent to the RTL design in hardware with
bit true data representation is developed, and the fourth phase provides the technology
specific gate level description of the synthesized hardware. MASIC has some parallel to
this methodology but differs in keeping the dataflow and GLOCCT separate enjoying all
the benefits that come with it.
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Figure 3. The61 demodulator.

5. Virtual Prototyping using MASIC

In this section we will use the61 demodulator shown in Figure 3 as an example to illustrate
virtual prototyping using the MASIC design flow. The functional and bit true modelling
results in a set of dimensions for the signal processing functions, their storage needs and
corresponding bit-true C models. The results from this step are summarized as annotations
in Figure 3. Note that the decimation filter has been split into the integrator, decimation and
differentiator stages. This has been done because these stages involve buffer management
functions which are part of GLOCCT. Steps to describe a system in MASIC is shown in
the Figure 4.

The first step in specifying GLOCCT in the grammar is type declarations for interfac-
ing with bit-true functions. The compiler processes these statements and generates the
corresponding code in a VHDL package.

The second stepis to import the DSP blocks, thus reusing the previously developed C
functions. Here, we describe the parameters of the functions and how they correspond to
the declared data streams and the buffers of theinterfaceandstoragesections.

The third step is the interface declaration where we describe the interfaces of the
GLOCCT to the outside world. Different clock speeds are specified corresponding to
the sampling rate of each DSP block.

The fourth step is declaring the required storage spaces in theglobal datasection related
to Figure 3. Again this declaration directly corresponds to the dimensions decided upon
in the previous phase. The coefficient buffers are nearly half of the delay buffers for the
FIR filters because they are symmetric.fifo is a construct for specifying shift register
type storage. It implies a shift left when an assignment is done to the first element in the
vector.

The fifth step is to specify the productions that embody the protocol for moving data
between data streams, buffers and the functions. We will first illustrate the simple case before
adding the realistic details regarding reset, initialization, downloading of coefficients and
configuration. The first statement specifies that the production is realized by a singleword
(1 bit wide) grabbed from the inputsd in at a rate of 16MHz. The keywordword refers
the data of the specified width available on the associated data streams;[word]n implies
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/* Type Declaration */
type Buf Word signed [16];
type C1 Word signed [14];
type C2 Word signed [11];
type iBuf Type Buf Word [7];
type dBuf Type Buf Word [7];
type FIR1 Buf Type Buf word [31];
type FIR2 Buf Type Buf word [69];
type FIR1 Coef Type C1 word [16];
type FIR2 Coef Type C2 word [35];

/* Import Section */
import integrator (iBuffer:in iBuf type,

int2diff :out Buf Word);
import diffr (dBuffer:in dBuf type,

diff2fir :out Buf Word);
import fir1 (FIR1 Buf:in FIR1 Buf type,

COEFbuf1 :in FIR1 Coef Type,
fir2fir :out Buf Word);

import fir2(FIR2 Buf :in FIR2 Buf type,
COEFbuf2 :in FIR2 Coef Type,
dec in :out Buf Word);

/* Interface Section */
interface sddm(

input sd in bit;
output dec out Buf Word;
clock 16MHz, 1MHz );

/* Storage Section */
storage;
array iBuffer iBuf type;
array dBuffer dBuf type;
fifo FIR1 Buf FIR1 Buf type;
fifo FIR2 Buf FIR2 Buf type;
array COEF buf1 FIR1 Coef Type;
array COEF buf2 FIR2 Coef Type;
internal int2diff Buf Word;
internal diff2fir Buf Word;
internal fir2fir Buf Word;
internal dec in Buf Word;

/* Grammar Productions */
rule;
production (sd in) @ 16MHz :word {

array (iBuffer[0]) = sd in,
call integrator ("iBuffer, int2diff") };

production (int2diff) @ 16MHz :word {
array (dBuffer[0]) = [int2diff]16,
call ("dBuffer, diff2fir") };

production (diff2fir) @ 1MHz :word {
fifo (FIR1 Buf) = diff2fir,
call fir1 (" FIR1 Buf, COEF buf1, fir2fir") };

production (fir2fir) @ 1MHz :word {
fifo (FIR2 Buf) = fir2fir,
call fir2 (" FIR2 Buf, COEF buf2, dec in") };

production (dec in) @ 1MHz :word {
move dec out [dec in]4 };

Figure 4.61 demodulator in MASIC.

thenth word in the stream. After parsing the productions it restarts from the beginning.
The top level in the production hierarchy always has an implicit tail recursion, thus endless
parsing of the stream is performed.
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An action is also associated with the rule, theword grabbed from thesd in stream is
assigned to the first element of theiBuffer . The other elements of theiBuffer are used
by theintegrator.c function as a working buffer. The two where combined to comply
with the available bit-true c model. If the C model treated the input and the working buffer
separately, this would be reflected in the grammar specification as well.

The second production rule is more interesting as it involves a decimation. The decimation
is achieved by associating an action that moves every 16th word on the data stream to the
first element of thedBuffer for the differentiator (diffr.c ).

The third and the fourth productions specify how the delay buffer shifting is handled.
Assigning to the first element of thefifo implies the shifting as required by the delay
buffer. If needed, the grammar production can be easily modified to treat the delay buffer
as a circular buffer.

The last production decimates thefir2 output by a factor of 4 and puts it to the output.
With such a specification, we have the basis for extracting a rate true model that has

the system level timing and control for implementing the global data flow. However,
there are still some crucial control and configuration details to be added. The first one
is reset and initialization functionality. This is handled by a) adding declaration for the
reset in the interface section, b) adding global data in storage section for remembering the
initialization status and c) modifying productions shown in Figure 4 so that they do not start
sampling (or parsing in grammar terminology) the associated data streams before the buffers
and other global data have been initialized. These modified rules are shown in Figure 5.
The sdInitialized signal is used to keep track of buffer initialization. MASIC uses
initialize as a keyword, which sets the corresponding buffer to0. sdInitialized
becomes true when the buffers are initialized. Accordingly all the productions are modified
to incorporate initialization functionality. Multiple reset alternatives are resolved in the
order they are specified.

The next crucial detail, that is representative of GLOCCT is configuration information.
In the61 demodulator, the FIR filter coefficients are configurable and downloaded at the
start-up time from a common input port. Further, until all the coefficients are downloaded,
the filter processing is blocked. In other words, the start-up sequence is reset/initialization,
configuration and then processing. To express the above configurability in the grammar no-
tation, we modify the first production as shown in Figure 5. This production downloads co-
efficients from the common input port when bothsdInitialized anddataAvailable
aretrue . Again, the production forintegrator need to be modified such that it does
not start sampling until the coefficients are loaded. For this purpose, we declare another
internal signal calledCoefLoaded in the storage section. Thus we block sampling of
input data by the integrator untilCoefLoaded becomestrue . The else branch of the
production for the integrator shows how reset signal is used to initialize the data buffers.
Thus all the productions are modified to incorporate the initialization and configuration
functionalities.

The resulting grammar specification is translated to VHDL code that instantiates the C
functions to create a co-simulation model that serves as the virtual prototype of a DSP
system.
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/* Interface Section */
interface sddm( ...

input dataAvailable bit;
reset bit;
... );

/* Storage Section */
... ...
internal CoefLoaded boolean;
internal sdInitialized boolean;
... ...

/* Grammar Production */
production (sd in) @ 16MHz :

(sdInitialized & dataAvailable) word {
array (COEF Buf1[15..0][13..0]) <= sd in,
array (COEF Buf2[34..0][10..0]) <= sd in,
flag CoefLoaded }

|reset {
initialize COEF Buf1,
initialize COEF Buf2,
initialize CoefLoaded,
flag sdInitialized };

production (sd in) @ 16MHz :
(CoefLoaded) word {

array (iBuffer[0]) <= sd in,
call integrator ("iBuffer, int2diff") }

|reset {
initialize iBuffer,
initialize int2diff };

... ...

... ...

Figure 5. Specification of the configurability of the61 demodulator.

6. The Divide and Conquer Verification Strategy

The MASIC methodology, besides tackling systematically design problems, delivers a
virtual prototype, which is very efficient from the verification perspective because the DSP
functionality is retained at behavioural level. This means that the DSP functions are executed
in zero simulation time and are not unraveled at system clock cycle level as is done in the
RTL simulations.

Despite of this efficiency gain, the simulations can still be too slow for DSP designs that
today occupy millions of gates.

One way to significantly improve efficiency is to split the verification task into smaller
parts, which under some conditions can be simulated separately. A natural partitioning
supported by MASIC is into GLOCCT and DSP functions:

• The GLOCCT verification has the objective to verify that theright amount of known
data is available at the right time and place.
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• The verification of individual DSP functions must prove thatif the right data is available
at the right time and place, the right data is produced.

To justify this claim and define the conditions under which it is valid we will use the sigma
delta demodulator example as shown in Figure 3. We begin by elaborating and categorising
the GLOCCT.

6.1. GLOCCT and its Verification

In MASIC, we divide the GLOCCT into the following categories for the purpose of verifi-
cation. All these instances of GLOCCT are specified in grammar notation and MASIC is
directed to build a mock simulator that does not include the actual DSP functions.

Interface to the Surrounding Functionality

DSP ASICs most often interact with the surrounding functionality. We should differ-
entiate between the start up time interaction and normal operation. Start up sequences
download/initialize parameters for several DSP blocks. Verifying this implies proving that
the initialisation is done in correct sequence and that buffers and registers obtained correct
values, but does not require any interaction with the DSP blocks. Different interaction with
the outside happens during the normal operation and when an exception arises. The data is
produced at the steady rate or an error sequence is activated. Unlike the start up interaction,
verifying this category of functionality requires a pseudo DSP functional block that gener-
ates a predetermined pattern of data at the specified rate. There must also be possibility to
inject error. Such a pseudo DSP functional block is easily fulfilled by a simple counter or
look-up table and does not strain the simulation engine.

As the start up and normal interactions are both captured in the grammar notation the
mock up global control simulator can be used to verify this functionality.

In the61 example, the interface to outside world consists of interface to an external CPU
to download the coefficients, sampling the 1 bit input data stream from61 at 16 MHz and
producing the 16 bit data stream at 250 KHz.

Internal Resource Management

A key category of global control is the functionality that enables sharing of global resources
like Buffers, Busses and I/O. As these are direct implications of architectural decisions that
are specified in the grammar notation, the global control simulator is able to verify this
functionality. As in the previous category, pseudo DSP blocks are required to verify this
functionality.

In the61 example, there is no real resource sharing, except for the fact that the same
input port is used to download the coefficients of both the FIR filters.
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Movement of Data

Sampling data and placing them at the right location in the right buffer is in many ways at
the heart of any DSP system. In MASIC, sample buffers are considered as global resource,
and as such the sampling process is part of global control captured in the grammar notation
and the global control simulator is used to verify that the samples are stored in right buffer
at right location. The task of verifying that correct arithmetic is performed on the data is
left to verification of individual DSP function, which can than assume that correct data is
available at correct location at correct time. This category of global control also requires
the pseudo DSP functional blocks.

In the 61 example, each DSP function is associated with a sample buffer and the
GLOCCT consists of sampling the data streams and putting the sampled data at the right
place.

6.2. Justification

Now that we have elaborated GLOCCT and illustrated it with the61 example, we are in
a position to justify the thesis we stated earlier.

First consider the claim that verifying the whole system is equivalent to verifying the
GLOCCT and the DSP functions individually. The basis for this is the assumption about
no side effects in DSP functions, which means that there is no internal control and they
monotonically generate data at a certain rate once triggered. That is true for all common
DSP functions. Verifying GLOCCT properties like initialisation of buffers after reset,
downloading of coefficients and sampling data and storing them at proper place can be
done without the presence of the DSP functions. For instance, for the purpose of verifying
GLOCCT properties, one can replace the Integrator with a simple counter or look up table
that generates known data at the required rate, i.e. 16 bits of known data at 16 MHZ. If we
have such a data stream, we can easily verify the GLOCCT property related to sampling the
integrator output, decimation and placing it in the right place for differentiator. Note that
having known data pattern in the generated data stream simplifies the verification task. For
instance, if we have a counter that ticks at 16 MHZ and generates monotonically increasing
numbers, we can easily verify the GLOCCT for differentiator by checking that subsequent
numbers deposited in the differentiator buffer differ by 16. Counters or look up tables
that replace the DSP functions are called pseudo or mock DSP functions. As these mock
DSP functions have the same interface as the real DSP function in terms of operands and
timing, plugging the real DSP functions back would not violate the verified GLOCCT
properties.

Verifying other GLOCCT properties such as initialisation and downloading of coefficients
etc. does not even require the mock DSP functions.

Once GLOCCT properties are verified, the DSP functions can assume that they have the
right data at right place and right time for the purpose of verification. Whereas known data
at right place at right time is verified while verifying GLOCCT, right data can be guaranteed
because each DSP function is verified individually, where the input data comes from a test
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bench and is supplied by the designer. Such data is generated from the functional modelling
phase.

This splitting of verification task has several benefits:

1. The complexity of verification is reduced because now the designer has to deal with a
smaller functionality and a smaller set of properties to be verified with clearly defined
interfaces.

2. Simulation efficiency is significantly increased since the problem is broken into smaller
tasks. The simulation efficiency can be quantified in two ways:

The more conservative estimation is to compare the simulation time for the complete
functionality with the sum of simulation time for GLOCCT and DSP functions for the
same number of samples.

Assuming that all simulations involved in the proposed methodology are carried out
in parallel on different machines, a second measure of simulation efficiency and one
that reflects the full potential of the methodology is the ratio of simulation time of
the complete functionality to the maximum of the simulation time taken by any of the
simulation involved in the proposed (divide and conquer) methodology.

3. By splitting the verification tasks among GLOCCT and individual DSP functions, one
can better utilise the network of workstations that is common place in most engineering
envi-ronments by farming out individual verifica-tion jobs to different machines on the
net.

7. Results and Experiments

To evaluate the efficiency of MASIC methodology we applied it to four benchmark designs
representing typical functionality in the telecommunication area. These are the61 de-
modulator (SDDM), GSM base band processing, Amplitude Modulator (AM) and RAKE
receiver [16].

The SDDM has been used in this paper to explain the methodology. The two FIR filters,
one integrator and one differentiator have been developed in C and imported in the GLOCCT
specification as shown in Section 5.

The GSM design is composed of four C functions. These are the PRE-LTP [15], channel
encoder, bit interleaver and encryption. MASIC compiler imports these DSP blocks and
combines with the GLOCCT specification to form a rate true model of the complete system.

The amplitude modulator has two interpolation filters and an add-sub unit implemented
in C, while the GLOCCT is specified in grammar.

Three figures of merit have been used to gauge the benefits of this methodology: the
simulation time in seconds, the design time in person-hour and the coding efficiency in
terms of word count of the source description. Design times are based on our design time
for MASIC and industrial experience for VHDL. The simulation runs were performed on
a Sun Ultra 10 Workstation. To avoid the simulation engine start up time, we run it from
outside the GUI environment, in a batch mode. Both the MASIC and VHDL models were
run for same length of input samples.
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Table 1.Simulation time (sec).

MASIC

GLOCCT GLOCCT VHDL
only + DSP

SDDM 27 224 1150

GSM 61 478 3239

AM 19 205 1004

RAKE 49 431 2905

Table 2.Design time (person-hour).

MASIC

GLOCCT GLOCCT VHDL
only + DSP

SDDM 60 80 480

GSM 100 120 1000

AM 16 20 100

RAKE 12 14 100

Our experience with MASIC shows that:

• Coding in grammar is very efficient both regarding the design time and size of the code.
On average the grammar description is five times smaller than corresponding VHDL
and it is achieved five times quicker. This results in a compact legible design, which is
much easier to experiment with or change than an average VHDL code.

• MASIC naturally enforces the design style supporting the divide and conquer method
for ver-ification. The advantages of this are clearly seen from Table 1 in the efficiency of
simulations, which are about five times quicker in case of full functionality simulations
with MASIC.

• GLOCCT is a complex enough functionality to be simulated separately. As we already
pointed, in case of VHDL design separate simulation is not always possible. If that is
the case the MASIC speed up is dramatic and reaches a factor of fifty.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a systematic methodology for virtual prototyping of large DSP sys-
tems, starting from mathematical expressions and resulting in a model of digital hardware
implementation. Our methodology enforces separation of GLOCCT from DSP functions,
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Table 3. Coding efficiency (no. of words in
code).

MASIC

GLOCCT GLOCCT VHDL
only + DSP

SDDM 187 252 1208

GSM 254 294 1756

AM 132 154 626

RAKE 265 327 1610

which can be represented as IPs, C or VHDL modules. Grammar based notation applied
to global control results in very compact design descriptions in comparison to commonly
used VHDL. Systematic separation of global control and pure DSP functionality results in
a well structured design for synthesis and simulation. Since DSP blocks represent only data
processing without any global control their simulation can be completely separated from
simulation of GLOCCT. This leads to essential improvements in simulation efficiency, as
shown in our experiments. The strict separation of GLOCCT from DSP results in designs
that are much closer to the need of industry, where GLOCCT varies from generation to gen-
eration but the overall DSP functionality is retained. Last but not least, our methodology is
supported by standard design tools from the top down, the only exception being the gram-
mar compiler. It is not a hinder for industrial acceptance since grammar based descriptions
are already gaining popularity with tools like Protocol Compiler from Synopsys.

At present the grammar notation does not support hierarchy, which creates problems for
large and complex designs. We are working on the extensions to the notation to address
this problem.

To achieve the complete path from maths to hardware we must provide interfaces to
behavioural synthesis tools and IP blocks.

Another promising future development is using formal methods for verification of
GLOCCT. Separation of GLOCCT from DSP makes it easier to exploit model checking
technology and we plan to use commercial or academic tools for this purpose.
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